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ABSTRACT
Recently, several proposals for wireless scheduling algorithms
have been presented, using allocation models focused on users’
subjective perception of the service. The goal of these
investigations is to design scheduling policies aimed at satisfying
more directly the users’ preference. In this paper we extend this
approach, by studying Radio Resource Management, and in
particular the scheduler, considering an original model to represent
the behavior of multimedia users. We include charging strategies
and users’ reaction to prices, so that qualitative and quantitative
economic considerations are directly included. After a brief
discussion on how to include both perceived quality and pricing, in
order to achieve a user-centric evaluation of the QoS, we show
how it is possible to schedule users by applying this model so as to
obtain a more efficient resource usage, characterized by both
larger users’ appreciation and higher revenue for the service
provider. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
In current communication systems, many services are
accessible on the wireless channel, thanks to the diffusion of
packet transmission in Wideband Code Division Multiple
Access (WCDMA) networks. However, in a WCDMA system
it is necessary to consider the possible coexistence of several
users interfering with each other, and the inherent unreliable
nature of the radio channel. Moreover, in a wireless medium
the errors are characterized by variability with time and
location, as well as a considerably higher rate and burstiness.
All these factors have a strong impact on the system
performance and the achieved Quality of Service (QoS). In
particular they usually prevent service requests from being
satisfied with rigorous guarantees and/or in an equal manner
for all the users.

For these reasons, it becomes impossible to apply on the
wireless medium classic scheduling strategies designed for the
wireline case. To solve this problem, it is commonly exploited
the fact that a scheduler can obtain an efficient usage of the
system capacity by serving in a greedy way the users with the
best channel conditions. This leads to the development of
Channel-State Dependent Schedulers[1]. However, to have a
wide service diffusion, it is necessary to provide a balanced
resource supply, also serving users with bad channel
conditions. Henceforth, several contributions have dealt with
the problem of increasing fairness among users [2, 3]. We are
interested in approaching the problem of increasing fairness
not only from the theoretical point of view but also in terms of
achieving a satisfactory service according to the price which
the users are willing to pay, because users’ satisfaction is
connected with economic aspects, like the provider’s task of
achieving an adequate revenue. For a real operator, in fact, the
network maintenance is possible only if the costs of service
provisioning are compensated and overcome.
Users’ appreciation of the supplied QoS can be investigated
with an approach based on utility functions, which is a field of
research widely explored in the recent literature, in particular
for the Radio Resource Management (RRM) operations [4, 5].
Several scheduling strategies can be regarded as applications
of a utility-based framework. Since it is possible to see the
scheduling problem as a prioritization of users in a queue, this
can be done by defining appropriate weights, as in the
Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [6] or WF2Q [7] schedulers. A
detailed mathematical formalization of the resource allocation
problem, which involves utility functions to represent the QoS
requirements, can be found in [8]. By combining these
approaches, the scheduling can be seen as a strategy to
maximize the total system utility. However, the system welfare
is still seen only from the users’ perspective, without
considering the operator’s economic counterpart.
In this paper we rather aim at considering also the provider’s
point of view, which means to include considerations about the
earned revenue. To do so, it is necessary to extend the
framework and consider the tariff of the service, by
introducing a pricing function with properties similar to utility
but with a negative impact on users’ degree of satisfaction.
Hence, we directly investigate the trade-off between utility and
price by applying a micro-economic framework, developed in
[9], to the scheduling problem. This allows us to refer to
economics in two directions, since the allocation efficiency is
eventually seen not only as the QoS provisioning but also
through the money exchange between user and service
provider.
In the preliminary investigation carried out in [9], we applied
the model to dimension the network and to gain insight about
the points of trade-off involved. The contribution of the
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present paper is to directly utilize the user-centric model of
service appreciation as a concrete way to develop scheduling
strategies in WCDMA system. In particular, we investigate
how an acceptable QoS for the users and together a satisfactory
income for the provider can be obtained. We evaluate existing
techniques to enhance scheduling from the technical point-of-
view (i.e., by maximizing throughput), and discuss their
performance within the above framework. Moreover, we study
and quantify possible margins of improvement for both users’
satisfaction and provider’s revenue, so to show that
introducing service-perception awareness in the scheduler
significantly increases the goodness of the allocation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section
2 we present the analytical model for the users’ satisfaction,
including both pricing and utilities. In Section 3 we discuss
different scheduling strategies under the theoretical point-of-
view and we outline how they can be modified to take into
account the revenue improvement aspect. Section 4 presents
simulation results and Section 5 concludes the work.

2. MODEL FOR USERS’ SATISFACTION
In this section, we describe at first the properties of utility and
pricing functions which will be exploited in the following
analysis. Then, we consider a micro-economic model which
quantifies the level of satisfaction for each of the users,
determined by both the perceived QoS and the price paid, so
that their trade-off can be explicitly taken into account. More
details about the model are available in [9]. Here, we simply
give a brief summary and then go directly into the application
of the model to the scheduling for wireless CDMA networks.

Consider a set (network) of N users. In micro-economics [10],
the concept of utility function is introduced to represent the
evaluation among the customers (users) of an assigned
resource, which we represent with a generic non-negative
parameter r. For simplicity, we assume that r is a scalar, even
though an extended analysis can be easily obtained for a multi-
dimensional r by following the same approach presented here.
The allocation of the resource r generates an assignment vector

, where ri is the amount of resource allocated
to user i. The utility of the ith user is related to the amount of
resource received. An example of this can be obtained is
shown in [11]. In other words, the element ri is evaluated, from
the perspective of the ith user, as mapped through the function

, determining a perceived utility ui(ri). When network
management is studied, it is reasonable to assume that ri
represents the share of network resources allocated to user i
and the function  is different for each user, as it depends
on the technology of the terminals and the subjective
perception of the users.

For what concerns the wireless scheduling, it is possible to
identify r with the assigned data rate. To correctly evaluate the
utilities, ri shall be averaged on the whole transmission, to
obtain meaningful results, since subjective perception of the
achieved data rate is possible only after a sufficiently large
time window. A more complicated analysis which re-evaluates
the situation every given time interval is possible, even though
it is omitted here for the sake of simplicity.

A detailed investigation on how to derive proper utility
functions for different specific communication systems is
beyond the scope of this paper. Thus, we simply take standard
assumptions performed in the literature for the utility-based
RRM; if necessary, they can be specialized in more detail.

Usually, utilities are assumed for every kind of assignment to
be quasi-concave non-decreasing functions, i.e., u''(r)<0 for
sufficiently large r. We further introduce the assumption of
having sigmoid-shaped functions, as in [12]. In particular, we
adopt the following expression:

where the parameters  and  depend on the index i,
so that different users may be characterized by different utility
functions. In the simulations, Ki and ζi are randomly generated
with uniform distribution within a given interval, which can be
connected in particular with the specific type of service
requested by the users.

These assumptions are quite common in the literature, and they
are also suitable for our purpose: for example, sigmoid
functions have also an upper-limit, which seems to be a
reasonable description of the performance of multimedia
services on wireless networks. In fact, according to the type of
systems, in every case there is a maximum rate rmax allowed
by the technological support and it is also realistic to assume
that the highest perceived QoS is close to u(rmax). Thus, it is
possible to write:

The above assumptions for the utilities are however very
general, since the internal parameters Ki and  ζi can be tuned so
as to determine very different behaviors for the users. An
appropriate way to choose them could be in connection with
the user intrinsic parameters.
The above definition considers only non-negative values of the
utilities, and the lowest utility, which is achieved when no
service at all is supplied, is . This condition can also
be changed if run-time service degradation is considered, as in
this case the utility could even go below 0; in fact, it is
commonly assumed preferable not to be admitted at all than to
be disconnected from the network while receiving the service.
Thus, a lowest utility equal to 0 corresponds to a condition of
ideal Admission Control [13].
The aggregate of the utilities can be regarded as the total
network welfare W(r), and a possible goal of the RRM can be
considered to be the welfare maximization. If the utilities are
additive, W is simply their sum. This leads to formulate the
RRM task as an optimization problem [8]. A way to formalize
it is:

To have a properly defined optimization problem, one must
also take into account a capacity constraint of the network,
represented by (4) in the above formulation. Thus, C (r) is a
given function of the allocation vector r and Cmax describes the
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upper limit allowed for C. Note that also this constraint can be
easily extended to a multi-dimensional condition.
For a generic communication system, the simplest possibility
to model the capacity constraint is to consider a hard capacity
system, where a fixed maximum total rate Cmax can be
allocated on aggregate. For wireless systems, this holds for
example for a Time or Frequency Division Multiple Access
(TDMA, FDMA) where the capacity limit is related to the
number of available time or frequency slots. Thus, the function

 is simply a sum, and the constraint becomes: 

However, note that, even though this kind of constraint is
useful to understand what follows, it is not realistic for
WCDMA networks. Code-division multiplexing has in fact a
similar limitation in the maximum number of codewords, but
usually this number is assumed to be very large for practical
purposes. Another constraint, i.e., the interference limit, is
usually more restrictive and will be considered in the following
[14]. The interference limit can be modeled by considering the
powers allocated to the users, imposing e.g., the Signal-to-
Interference ratio of each user to be known and the total power
allocated to the users in the same cell to be limited. According
to the link gain conditions, Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR)
requirements and allocated rates, an interference condition can
be written for every user.
This condition can be formalized by introducing a vector of
powers , where Pi is the power allocated to
user i. If for the sake of simplicity we consider a single-cell
case, this condition is: 

where  is a first degree polynomial expression. This can
be connected with the usual formulation of the interference
condition for CDMA systems expressed as meeting an SIR-
target for user i called gi, as follows:

where BW is the spreading bandwidth, gk is the power link gain
for the kth user,  is the normalized cross-correlation
between i and j at receiver i and the term hi is due to
background noise. This can be re-arranged so as to write, as in
(5):

In this case, a vector r is said to be feasible if these constraint
are met. The feasibility condition can be complicated to
investigate with analytical instruments, but is easy to check
within a simulator. For this reason, in the present paper we
adopt a simulation-based approach.
An extension of the problem described above can be given
considering also the effect of pricing [15, 16]. Once the

strategies to charge users for the offered service are given, it is
possible to determine the generated revenue; it is also
reasonable that, among allocations that are almost equally
satisfactory for the users, the operator chooses the one that
determines the highest revenue, since in this way its own
satisfaction is increased. As long as this can be done without
decreasing too much the users’ welfare, this implies indeed a
more efficient resource usage. On the other hand, pricing
impacts negatively on users’ choice. As an immediate
consequence, by considering that the service does not come for
free, it is possible to understand when an unnecessarily high
amount of resource is provided to some users. Over-
assignments are a trivial way to allocate a high amount of
resource, but they are possible only if the price is neglected: in
a more realistic case they are usually refused by users since
they imply higher prices.

This economic aspect enforces even more the intrinsic property
of interference-limited system, like the CDMA environment,
of being unable of providing strict QoS guarantees, unless
resource are severely over-provisioned. Henceforth, the best
effort allocation that can be commonly provided by such
systems is not always considered acceptable by the end users.
Our claim is that this decision is also strongly impacted on by
the tariff paid for the service and the willingness to pay of the
users.

More in general, without considering the pricing impact it is
impossible to understand whether the allocation is not only
technically efficient, but also sensible from a micro-economic
perspective, where users that do not get both adequate QoS and
affordable price are unsatisfied customers. It can be assumed
that these users only pay a certain fraction of the tariff due, or
alternatively they leave the service with a certain probability.
Hence, the model presented in [9] proposes to define the
satisfaction Ai of the ith user as a value into the range [0,1].
This satisfaction value can be seen as a weight, or a probability
of service acceptance, to evaluate all metrics related to
resource assignment, so that only resource coming from
satisfactory allocations is efficiently used. For example, the
average revenue R earned by the provider is evaluated as

where pi is the price paid by the ith user. Similar expressions
can be used to evaluate other metrics [13], for example the sum
of the Ai’s represents the fraction of satisfied customers, i.e.,
the ones who keep paying for the service without abandoning it
or being driven to other operators. However, the interesting
point is that this framework is not only useful for evaluations,
but also indicates a possible approach to scan the solutions of
the allocation problem to improve the scheduling strategy, as
will be outlined in next Section.

To map the trade-off between the offered QoS and the price
paid, we associate Ai with ui and pi. Hence, we write

 for each i, by assuming that every user in the
network adopts the same criterion to decide whether the
service conditions are satisfactory or not. A possible
expression [9] for  is as follows: 
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where k, μ, ε, ψ, φ are positive constants. The exponents μ and
ε tune the sensitivity to utility and price, respectively, whereas
ψ, φ and k are simply normalization constants (a reference
utility, a reference price, and the opposite of the logarithm of a
reference value for A, respectively). Note that the above
equation is written in this form only to emphasize the trade-off,
but actually both ui and pi depend on the allocated resource ri.
In fact, in this work we always consider that ui’s follow (1),
whereas , with  being a non decreasing
function, which is the same for all users (note that this
assumption is made for fairness reasons, since in this paper we
consider only one service class for all users). If there are
different service classes, then a set of pricing functions should
be considered. However, it is realistic to assume that this set is
small; thus, an extension to this case is straightforward). The
definition reported in (9) satisfies several properties which are
expected to characterize Ai, like monotonicity or boundary
conditions (for details see [9]). However, it is adopted here
only for the sake of simplicity, but the conclusions drawn in
the following are still valid for other choices of A(u,p).

The total revenue of the provider, evaluated in (8) can be
rewritten as R(r). This opens up the formulation of a different
optimization problem, in which the goal function is no longer
the users’ welfare but the revenue. Note that this goal, besides
being an alternative which might be interesting for the
provider, is not disjoint from welfare maximization, since
generally the larger the utility, the larger Ai and henceforth the
revenue. This follows directly from (8): however, Ai decreases
with increasing pi. With a similar formulation of the problem
(3)-(4) we write then:

where (10) is still related to the WCDMA interference
management. The scheduling strategies derived in the
following will be identified as approximate solutions to this
problem.

3. ANALYSIS OF WIRELESS 
SCHEDULING WITHIN THE MODEL

This section is dedicated to the application of the above
framework to scheduling strategies for WCDMA systems. In
wireless systems, scheduling heavily impacts on the
performance and in particular the scheduler must be aware of
the radio conditions, because of the location-dependent and
bursty errors. For example, a user in a fading dip may
experience a bad channel and may be unable to transmit. In this
respect, also time variability, which is determined by fading
and users’ mobility, has to be considered. For these reasons,
we assume in the following to have a wireless system with
mechanisms to predict channel conditions. An example is the
High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) release of
UMTS [17]. In HSDPA, the channel conditions might be
rapidly tracked to improve the system throughput, thanks to the
Medium Access Control features located in the node-B, to
evaluate the rapid variations of the wireless channel [18].

The knowledge of the channel state makes it possible to give
priority to users that perceive a clean channel, whereas users
with a poor SIR will be delayed. In this way the scheduler
tends to maximize the total throughput because it minimizes
packet retransmissions, while on the other hand fairness is
decreased. Conversely, fairness is obtained, e.g., with a Round
Robin (RR) approach, where resources are allocated to the
communication link on a sequential basis. However, this
results also in the potential risk of having high number of
corrupted packets and consequent retransmissions. Due to the
poor performance of the pure RR scheduler, in the following
we will not analyze this strategy. To better guarantee the QoS
requirements it is necessary to find a trade-off between a pure
SIR-based heuristic and a round robin scheduling, i.e., between
maximizing the throughput and allowing the highest possible
number of users to achieve a satisfactory QoS.

In our analysis we consider first of all a traditional SIR-based
scheduler, called C/I, exploiting a greedy assignment of the
available resources [19]; such a strategy obtains the maximum
sector throughput, but with a high degree of unfairness. A
possible solution to cope with this problem was proposed in
[3], where a similar scheme called in the following WCA C/I
(short for Weighted Code Assignment C/I) scheduler, was
introduced. The WCA C/I scheduler adopts a utility-function-
based assignment, with the goal of increasing fairness. In other
words, the allocation procedure considers a weighted
combination of exponential functions related to possible
objectives of the scheduler and tries to heuristically increase it
with respect to the pure channel-state dependent case.

In particular, the allocation criterion of the WCA C/I scheduler
considers the following function as a sorting value to prioritize
the allocation of a packet to the requesting users:

where Si is the normalized SIR of user i in the considered
HSDPA Transmission Time-Interval (TTI), Qi is its buffer
occupancy and Di is the normalized head packet deadline. The
term Ci simply refers to the possibility of managing different
classes of traffic (we did not investigate this here, so Ci can be
equal to 1 for all the users). Finally, the weights βk, with

 are tunable weights which can be adjusted to
change the behavior of the scheduler (only their relative ratios
are relevant). Note for example that letting  and

   corresponds to adopting a pure C/I scheduler.
In the following we set the weights so that ,
which corresponds to a scheduler trying to combine several
objectives at the same time and in a similar manner. Within
this approach, users’ utility can account for more parameters
like SIR, buffer state, deadline of the packets, which can be
mixed in a more efficient manner than in the C/I case.
Henceforth, the dependence on the utility permits to obtain not
only a better degree of fairness, but also a generally better
allocation. An optimization of the scheduling weights, which
would be surely possible, is beyond the goal of the present
paper. Note, however, that the results shown in the following
hold in a qualitatively similar manner for other choices of βs,
βQ, and βD.

With the micro-economic framework is possible to compare
for example the pure C/I strategy and the WCA C/I one. The
merit of the framework outlined in Section 2 is in this case to
show that it is possible to compare the policies of scheduling
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algorithms in terms of economic metrics. For example, it is
immediate to think that a better matching of users’ utilities can
also determine a higher revenue.

However, we can also think to address the problem of the
users’ service appreciation and revenue generation more
directly. Thus, we propose an original contribution in which
the solution presented in [3] is taken as an initial condition, but
the assignment is modified iteratively by means of a local-
search algorithm, obtaining a locally optimum solution. A
possibility is to use the algorithm reported in Table 1. Here, the
scheduling process starts from a solution obtained with a
greedy heuristic and modifies this assignment by giving more
resources to the user with the highest marginal utility, in order
to improve the total sector utility. Resources are subtracted to
users with the lowest marginal utility, to obtain a variation of
the total utility as small as possible. The algorithm ends when
the goal function reaches a local maximum.

The revenue will also depend on the pricing strategy. Thus, the
choice of the function p(r) should be indicated to clarify the
above definition of revenue, as given in (8). In the literature
[16], different pricing strategies have been proposed, and
obviously the pricing strategy choice heavily affects the value
of the total revenue. In this work we will consider two kinds of
pricing policies, mainly for their conceptual simplicity. The
first one is a flat price strategy, i.e., the price is fixed for any
value of the assigned rate. The second policy represents a
simple usage-based pricing with linear price. This means that
p(r)=kr is linearly related to r through a given constant k. It is
interesting to observe that in (8) there is expressed a double
dependence of the revenue on the pricing, as also Ai is a
function of the price. These two metrics are also representative
of other values of interest from the technical point of view.
Since a flat price policy assigns the same price to all users, the
revenue is directly proportional to the number of users
accepting the service. Hence, the revenue for the flat price

policy can be seen also as a measure of the number of admitted
users. Instead, the revenue in the linear pricing case equals the
unit price times the throughput; thus, in this case a weighted
version of the throughput is considered. In general, it is at the
same time true that a real pricing policy is likely to be
something hybrid between these two policies [15], but also the
interest for the provider in having a satisfactory revenue is
connected to having both high throughput and a large fraction
of satisfied users. For these reasons, we claim that this choice
of pricing policies is interesting, as it allows to separate these
two opposite goals, among which a trade-off can be cut.

In the next we will consider the behavior of the C/I scheduling
policies in the classic [1, 19] and modified [3] version against
our proposal introduced to improve the revenue. The policies
will be compared by means of simulation in terms of generated
revenue in order to highlight the consequences on the provider
side.

4. RESULTS
In this Section we will present the results obtained with a
HSDPA UMTS simulator developed at the University of
Ferrara. A cellular cluster is simulated with a 3x3 hexagonal
cell structure and wrapped onto itself in order to avoid border
effects. In radio channel propagation, path loss, fast fading and
shadowing have been included. To consider the environment
mobility, a non-zero Doppler frequency is assigned, even
though stationary users are considered. All these effects are
included in the Power Control module, so that the spreading
gain (which determines the rate) and the transmitted power are
tuned to allocate a vector r which is feasible with the
interference constraints. This applies (11) to our case. Table 2
reports the parameters for the simulation scenario and the
Acceptance-probability model.

In Fig. 1-6 we compare different scheduling strategies, by
evaluating the earned revenue for the cases of flat and linear
price. In particular we compare the classic C/I “C/I” and
“WCA C/I” respectively. Also, we consider improved versions
for both strategies in which the Local Search (LS) procedure
introduced in the previous Section is implemented. These
strategies will be referred to as “LS with C/I” and “LS with
WCA C/I” respectively. Note that the strategy “LS with C/I” is
not reported in all graphs, namely where it obtains similar
results to the basic “C/I”. Hence, sometimes we choose not to
plot it to avoid unnecessary confusion in the graphs.

Table 1. Local search algorithm 

Table 2. List of Parameters of Simulation Scenario
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From all the results reported, it is clear that the classic C/I
scheduling obtains worse revenue performance with respect to
the weighted version. This is reasonable, since the C/I method
has the problem of assigning the resource to the best users,
without considering their utility. In fact, a given user might be
already satisfied and not require a larger assignment, even
though his channel conditions are good and a C/I scheduler
would assign him more resource. In other words, the C/I
scheduler might introduce over assignments, which are
avoided with the WCA version.

Note that we are introducing here two kinds of contributions:
first of all, we evaluate the performance of the scheduler in
terms of economic quantities, which reflect also efficiency
metrics, as discussed before. Moreover, we are able to go
further by introducing the LS algorithm, where the micro-
economic concepts of users’ satisfaction are employed also to
drive the scheduler. This strategy is more revenue-aware, and
therefore is able to improve the performance, with respect not
only to the pure “C/I” scheduler, which is clearly
outperformed, but also to the weighted assignment.

Figure 1. Provider revenue for flat price, 120 users, as a 
function of the price 

There are two types of improvement that the LS solutions
present: the first one is a general increase in the curves, which
means that the revenue that the provider can achieve is
increased. Secondly, the LS curves present a wider range of
prices for which a given reference revenue is overtaken, which
means an increased robustness. In fact, one might expect that
the price can not always be set up optimally by the provider.
Thus, the LS strategy is also able to increase even more
significantly the revenues given by suboptimal prices, which
implies a higher robustness of the system performance.
Finally, an important comment which distinguishes between
the flat and linear pricing is as follows: for the flat pricing a
revenue improvement means that the resource is better
allocated since satisfaction is achieved by a higher number of
users. For the linear pricing, things are more complicated. If
the number of users is sufficiently large, a revenue increase
can not be achieved only by increasing the number of satisfied
users, since if two assignment vectors allocate the same global

amount of resource C, the revenue is identical (it is equal to the
unit price times C). Thus, to improve the revenue in the linear
case, the scheduler must also increase the total throughput.
This is more difficult to do when the system is saturated, i.e.,
the rate request is higher than the resources available for
allocation, since the total rate allocated is supposed to be high
anyway. However, in WCDMA systems it becomes possible
thanks to a better interference management, since the total
allocated rate is not fixed, but depends on the interference
constraints, as discussed in Section 2. A Local Search aimed at
improving revenue is therefore able to increase the assignment
where it is more efficient, i.e., for users which cause less
interference to the system.

Figure 2. Provider revenue for flat price, 180 users, as a 
function of the price

Figure 3. Provider revenue for flat price, 300 users, as a 
function of the price
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Figure 4. Provider revenue for linear price p(r)=kr, 120 users, 
as a function of k

We now discuss the results in more detail. Fig. 1 to 3 refer to
the case of flat pricing policy. As discussed before, here the
revenue is directly related to the number of admitted users, as
the tariff paid by each user is the same, regardless of the
quality, as long as the service is satisfactory. In this case it can
be shown that there is a margin for increasing the number of
satisfied users with respect to the C/I strategies. This happens
because the LS allocation scheme avoids unnecessary over
assignments, which waste resources without improving users’
satisfaction. For the flat pricing policy, we plotted results also
for the original C/I strategy since it is comparable with WCA
(even though the general performance is poorer). In Fig. 1 and
2 we considered also the LS with C/I, without weighted code
assignment. It is emphasized here that the LS strategy, being
only directed toward a local optimum, heavily relies on the
first solution. However, there is anyway a significant gain in
using the Local Search: the revenue increase achieved by the
improved allocation scheme is between 15 and 20 percent for
the cases with low load (120–180 users). For higher loads, this
gain decreases if we consider the peaks of the curves only.
Two remarks should be made, though. First of all, the gain in
applying the LS to heavily loaded networks is lower since the
larger the number of users, the higher the revenues in general,
since it is likely that the capacity is fully allocated even by an
inefficient scheme. On the other hand, even though the peaks
of the curves are approximately the same, which means that the
maximum achievable revenue is only slightly increased by the
LS strategy, as remarked before the price setup is more robust
because of the general increase by the whole curve. In
particular, the range of prices achieving a generally high
revenue is wider. 

Similar conclusions can be drawn also for the case of linear
pricing policy, analyzed in Fig.s 4-6. For this pricing strategy,
the revenue can be equivalently seen as a measure of the total
assigned throughput, i.e., how much the provider succeeds in
assigning as much resource as possible to the users. We have a
gain of the same order of magnitude as in the previous case,
and this shows that even with a completely different pricing
strategy our proposal is still able to significantly improve the
assignment. However, note the following: first of all, the

simple C/I strategy is not reported here (neither in the original
nor in the LS version) due to the poor performance exhibited.
The reasons for the failure of the standard C/I policy when we
adopt a linear pricing are in the higher inefficiency of over
provisioning. In this case in fact, not only over assignments are
a waste, but they also decrease the users’ appreciation of the
service, since they imply a higher cost. Another phenomenon
that should be observed is that the gain of the LS strategy is
slightly lower than with flat pricing (its average is around
10%), even though it is not always decreasing with the number
of users. However, as previously discussed, this is indeed the
result of a strong improvement in the assignment efficiency,
since it corresponds to a throughput increase.

Figure 5. Provider revenue for linear price p(r)=kr, 180 users, 
as a function of k

Figure 6. Provider revenue for linear price p(r)=kr, 300 users, 
as a function of k

To sum up, for all the cases reported in Fig. 1-6 the Local
Search strategy outperforms significantly the C/I (or WCA C/I)
algorithm taken as the initial solution. The price for such
improvements is in the increased computational complexity
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required by the LS procedure. Fortunately, for the examined
cases this is not very high, since the number of iterations is
usually low (10 iterations at most, but usually 4-5); thus, in
this case a simple variation from the initial solution allows to
greatly improve the earned revenue. This remark can be
extended to make the scheme even more tunable, since further
research can be done in the direction of applying different
local search heuristics so to explore the solutions space in
more depth.

Figure 7. Normalized provider revenue for flat price equal to 
0.8, as a function of the load

We also reported a linear interpolation of the collected prices.
These results can serve as a practical guideline in price setting.
In particular, the most interesting conclusion which can be
drawn from these results is that flat pricing is very sensitive to
the number of users (and hence the optimal price setting is
more critical), whereas linear pricing is almost insensitive on
the number of users, which confirms the previous discussion
about its suitability for the purpose of tariff collection.

Figure 8. Normalized provider revenue for flat price equal to 
0.8, as a function of the load 

Figure 9. Price maximizing revenue for flat price, as a function 
of the load

Figure 10. Price maximizing revenue for linear price, as a 
function of the load

To better study the dependence on the network load (i.e., the
number of users), and to gain insight on the price setting issue,
we might consider the collection of the revenues achieved by
the same scheduler for different load conditions for a given
pricing policy setup. For example, in Fig. 7-8 this is reported
for flat (with price p(r) = 0.8) and linear (p(r) = 0.3r) pricing,
respectively. Other choices of flat or linear prices,
respectively, exhibit completely similar results, so that these
choice are more or less representative of the entire class.

From these Figures, one can see that the gain in using the LS
strategy is present for different load conditions. However, this
holds if the price is kept constant and not adaptively set.
Hence, it could be also interesting to collect all the price values
maximizing the provider revenue, to understand how the price
setting is sensitive to the load. The result of this operation is
represented in Fig. 9 and 10, for flat and linear pricing,
respectively. Noise is present in these Figures, because the
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granularity of the results is not always accurate, since only
certain price values are simulated.

Finally, we remark that we also tested rather different choices
for the local search policy, and the results obtained are more or
less equivalent to those shown in this section. In general, it is
emphasized that the real gain comes from the scheduling
strategy being driven by a utility- and price-aware model,
which makes it capable of better allocating the constrained
resource.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We analyzed the scheduling from the provider’s point-of-view,
by including also revenue maximization among the goal of the
scheduler. This is made possible by the introduction of the
Acceptance-probability model, which accounts for the joint
effect of user utility and price, and includes economic
considerations into the analysis.

The results show interesting possibilities of improving the
network management. In particular, the application of a
classical efficient strategy, like the C/I scheduler, by
neglecting the economic counterpart of the allocation, can lead
to unsatisfactory results for the operator, since the maximized
throughput provided by the C/I strategy might not be what
users want. On the other hand, a simple strategy that locally
searches for higher values of the revenue is able to greatly
improve the profit and the economic efficiency of the resource
management, by keeping the users’ satisfaction level almost
constant, if not increased. Thus, the usefulness of the economic
considerations is highlighted.

Several further observations can be made on the strategy used
for optimization. The heuristic strategies discussed here offer
the advantages of simplicity and fast evaluation; however,
more detailed procedures can improve even further the
performance and/or the convergence rate. It could be also
possible to develop, within the given framework, a theoretical
analysis of the scheduling, in which the optimization problem
(10)–(11) for revenue maximization is explored analytically.
This study, that can allow better understanding of the RRM
issues, is left for future research.
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